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INTRODUCTION: WHAT IS A SPAMBOT?
Spam, unsolicited commercial content spread at a mass scale, is
everywhere on the Internet, in our email and on the sites we visit.1 At a
minimum, spam is a nuisance, just another email or post online to delete or
ignore. At its worst, falling victim to a spam attack risks infecting a system
with malware or compromising an individual’s identity. This proliferation is
due in large part to spambots, Internet robots designed to spread spam
autonomously. Spambots can be programmed in any number of modern
coding languages and are created for a variety of purposes including the mass
spreading of advertising content, proliferation of credible or false information,
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or the spread of malware and other harmful software.2 This explainer focuses
on two types of spambots that ordinary human users are likely to encounter:
email spambots, which scrape the web looking for email addresses and then
auto-send mail with malware, and social media spambots, which pose as
human users and autogenerate content containing spam. Web developers have
spent significant resources into developing spam prevention mechanisms.
However, the most relied upon spambot prevention tool, the CAPTCHA, has
not been able to keep up with the evolution of current spambots, leaving our
email and social media accounts vulnerable.
TYPES OF SPAMBOTS
Email Spambots
Email was among the earliest targets of online spam campaigns. The
dispersion of spam through email quickly proliferated, and now the majority
of all email sent contains spam.3 The most basic types of email spam are not
context specific, meaning they are not connected to the human target’s
personal history. These emails seek to either convince recipients to follow a
link containing malware or to steal a human user’s identity.4 In order to
maximize their success, many email spammers target massive numbers of
human users in the hope that even a relatively low number of recipients open
and follow the malicious link.5 Deploying spambots to scrape websites for
email addresses and generating and auto-sending spam emails is inexpensive.6
This allows spammers to target more users.
Social Media Spambots
While email spambots primarily spread malware, social media bots
perform a number of different tasks. For example, Twitter has become a focus
of the public conversation around spambots, in large part due to efforts by
Russian intelligence agencies to spread misinformation during the 2016
2

Id. at 88; Rob Dubbin, The Rise of Twitter Bots, NEW YORKER (Nov. 14, 2013),
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United States presidential election.7 In total, Twitter identified 50,258 bot
accounts linked to the Internet Research Agency (IRA), a Russian propaganda
organization.8 These bots were used to spread false or misleading information
regarding the U.S. election and ultimately approximately 1.4 million human
users interacted with an IRA bot by liking, retweeting, replying to, or
following the bot.9 These adversarial bot accounts were able to flourish on
Twitter due to the website’s open application program interface (API).10
Twitter allows companies and individuals to apply for access to Twitter’s
various APIs.11 APIs connect a developer’s computer program with Twitter’s
“endpoints” which are the various types of information (users, tweets, direct
messages, and ads) that a developer is able to access via use of Twitter APIs.12
Accessing Twitter’s tweet and reply APIs allows a developer to collect tweets
of a certain topic and program bots to post tweets via the API connection.13
Exploitation of Twitter’s API by spammers caused Twitter to add additional
steps to the API application process and the site has begun to more
aggressively police violations of its spam policy.14 However, the effectiveness
of these new measures has yet to be analyzed.
Additionally, due to advances in publicly available source codes for
social media bots and advanced artificial intelligences (AIs) capable of
conversational text, creating social media bots now requires less individual
programming knowledge.15 These source codes are readily available on
various tech blogs, allowing an unsophisticated human spammer to use
spambots to spread malicious content.16 Simple spambots may post the same
pre-scripted content written by the human spammer according to a
programmed schedule.17 More sophisticated social media bots may integrate
7
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text generating AI such as those provided by companies like ChatBots.io in
order to auto-generate conversational text and engage with and respond to real
human users.18 These AIs allow social media bots to better mimic human user
behavior, increasing the effectiveness of spam campaigns.19
While many Twitter bots are used for nefarious purposes, many early
Twitter bots used Twitter’s API solely for innocuous, often times comedic,
purposes. One comedic bot, Pentametron, was programmed to roam Twitter
searching for rhyming couplets, and retweets the rhyme to the bot’s twentysix thousand followers.20 Other bots seek to spread malware or harvest and
steal user identities just as email spambots do.21 Others can be purchased in
order to boost a user’s follower count to project a greater following than the
individual actually possess. In the process, these bots follow large numbers of
other human users in order to mask the fact that they are not actually human
and to protect the identity of whoever purchased the follower boost.22
Cross Platform Spam Attacks
The effectiveness of spambots increases when the spam is spread
across multiple platforms.23 Such cross-platform spam attacks can be
characterized as “context aware spam.”24 By using bots to web-scrape social
media and other online profiles of human users, spambots are able to generate
content which is harder to identify as spam. For example, a spambot may
scrape sufficient information from a user’s Facebook profile to determine the
user’s friends, date of birth, and email address.25 The bot is then able to use
this information to create a spam email with a malware link that is context
specific to the individual target. This could be synthesized into an email from
a user’s Facebook friend with a link to a birthday e-card.26 By capitalizing on
the user’s personal data, the spammer is able to increase the number of users
who follow the malicious link.27
18
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EVOLUTION OF SPAMBOTS
Early spambots were typically easily identified by human users
because bots shared many common behavioral patterns which did not mirror
human to human online communication. For example, early email spambots
frequently misspelled or inserted random extra characters to commonly
filtered words in order to avoid detection by spam filters.28 Early social media
spambots often posted the same advertisement or link incessantly and featured
nonsensical usernames.29
However, spambots have rapidly improved their behavior such that it
has become significantly more difficult for human users to detect bot accounts
on their own. Modern social media spambots have seen dramatic
improvements in their ability to mimic human behavior. Spambots attempt to
hide their presence by following or friending large numbers of real human
users.30 This tactic is made more effective when these real human users follow
the spambot back, deceiving detection mechanisms which rely on targeting
bots’ tendency to have limited followers while generating a large amount of
content.31 This technique has been improved by reducing the amount of
content a bot produces each day in order to more closely approximate the
typical human user’s Twitter usage.32 Bots also focus on trending topics, such
as popular songs and YouTube videos and generate tweets of their own which
appear to follow online trends.33
Identifying these more advanced bots typically requires the ability to
observe bots as a group, which is often beyond the capabilities of a normal
human user. For example, an examination of bots used in the 2014 mayoral
election in Rome revealed that these bots were unlikely to be detected without
the ability to track the common behaviors of a large group of bots.34 These
bots followed a large number of ordinary users, tweeted at a relatively
infrequent pace to mimic common human user patterns, and normally tweeted
28
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about popular songs and media. However, when the candidate these bots were
designed to promote tweeted, all bots retweeted the candidate’s content within
minutes of each other.35 The ordinary user would be unable to determine this
synchronized behavior unless they were able to observe the tweets of several
bots. In fact, some human users actually replied to bot generated content
during Rome’s mayoral election.36 In order to protect users from spam attacks,
sites have long since used spam detection and prevention mechanisms, such
as CAPTCHA, to stop the proliferation of spam to the site’s users.37 As
spambots become increasingly more adept at deceiving the ordinary human
users, these prevention mechanisms are even more crucial as tools to stop bots
from reaching human users. However, even the most frequently used spam
prevention tool, the CAPTCHA test, has become increasingly ineffective at
preventing spambots from gaining access to sites and human users.
SPAMBOT DETECTION AND PREVENTION—CAPTCHA TESTS
CAPTCHA, or Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell
Computers and Humans Apart, is the most popular and well recognized antispambot tool.38 CAPTCHAs are tests that a user must solve before accessing
a webpage. CAPTCHAs come in different forms but all must be easily
solvable by humans and easily generated, but must not be easily solved by
bots.39 Early CAPTCHAs were primarily text based and typically featured an
image of a word or words, which were distorted through some combination of
text warping or color overlay.40 These images are decipherable by human
users, who are able to read the text through the distortions, but unreadable by
bots that rely optical character recognition (OCR) software to convert images
to text.41 The OCR software would be unable to accurately decipher the text
obscured by the CAPTCHA distortions. In 2014, Google announced its own
35
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spambot prevention tool, “No CAPTCHA reCAPTCHA” (reCAPTCHA), in
part because of the advances made by AI algorithms which were solving textbased CAPTCHAs with 99.8% accuracy.42
Google’s reCAPTCHA has become the most popular CAPTCHA
service.43 reCAPTCHA functions by presenting a widget on a webpage that
asks the user to certify “I’m not a robot” by clicking a box.44 When the box is
clicked, the user’s past usage behavior is automatically analyzed by a risk
analysis algorithm to determine level of confidence that the user is human.45
If this level of confidence is high, meaning the user is very likely to be human,
the user is given permission to access the webpage without completing a
CAPTCHA test.46 While much of how this confidence level is estimated is
proprietary information, research has shown that browsing history as
determined through Google’s tracking cookie plays a critical role in
determining the confidence level.47
If the algorithm cannot determine with high confidence that the user is
human, then the user is given either an image CAPTCHA or a text CAPTCHA.
Image CAPTCHAs ask users to match images to a prompt.48 For example, a
user may be asked to “select all images which include wine.”49 While human
users are able to select the images that match the prompt, spambots are unable
to accurately differentiate between the images generated by the program.
Image CAPTCHAs are reCAPTCHA’s preferred form of test, and text
CAPTCHAs have been gradually phased out.50
However, Google’s reCAPTCHA has not been entirely effective at
preventing bots from accessing sites. reCAPTCHA initially reused images
frequently, allowing human users to collect and create databases of “tags”
which can be used to program spambots to correctly select the prompted
images of a reCAPTCHA.51 Image annotation services, such as Google
Reverse Image Search, can generate lists of tags which describe the image,
making the process of generating tags more efficient.52 Afterwards, the bots
can be programmed to match the prompt of the reCAPTCHA (for example,
42

Are You a Robot? Introducing “No CAPTCHA reCAPTCHA,” GOOGLE SECURITY BLOG
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select all images which include wine) tags listed for each reused image and
correctly select the matching images.53 One such experiment, conducted in
2016, was able to use bots to solve image CAPTCHAs with seventy percent
accuracy.54
Even when spammers are unable to generate large image and tag
databases on their own, they have been able to navigate around CAPTCHAs
by employing human workers to solve text and image CAPTCHAs. These bad
actors hire CAPTCHA solving services that employ workers to solve
CAPTCHAs for the entirety of their workday.55 These human workers and
spambots are connected through a plug-in distributed by the CAPTCHA
solving service.56 When the bot encounters a CAPTCHA, the test is sent to a
human user who solves it. The solution is then communicated back to the bot,
which enters the solution and gains access to the site.57 Integrating human
solvers into spambots in this way thwarts the fundamental purpose of
CAPTCHAs, which were designed to allow humans, but not the spam
spreading bots, to access the sites.58
CONCLUSION
Spambots are rapidly evolving and remain ever present on online
platforms. As these bots evolve to outpace prevention mechanisms, the sheer
amount of spam content online is likely to increase. Additionally, as these
spam techniques become more effective in deceiving ordinary human users,
more and more users may fall victim to malware attacks, identify theft, or
disinformation campaigns. In order to keep pace with developments in
spambot technology, prevention mechanisms must continue to evolve.
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